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Our flexible impact protection d-flexx consists of a special polymer material. This material is deformable and 
absorbs the significant energy that is released in case of an impact. After a collision the protection is instantly 
reestablished!

2. Formable Polymer material

The products of the d-flexx range absorbs the impact forces due to its flexible polymer material. Hardly any 
energy is directed via the floor screwing. Due to this fact, flexible impact protection doesn’t break out of the 
ground. Cost intensive floor repairs and downtime are prevented!

3. High energy absorption

Our flexible impact protection d-flexx consists of coloured-through polymer material. The products are not 
coated or lacquered. This means for you: Never again problems with rusty impact protection and unwanted 
particles!

5. No Rust – No unwanted particles

No more damages and scratches on your forklifts and pallet trucks - that’s what you get with d-flexx! Due to 
the deformable polymer material and the round forms, your vehicles won‘t get damaged in collisions any more 
and bumps get prevented effectively.

4. No damages on forklifts and pallet trucks

Black and yellow coloured, it’s highly visible, even from a distance. Present external visitors your perfectly pro-
tected machines, internal driveways and shelves and leave a good impression of your company.

7. Highly visible – Effectively protected

In aggressive working environments, e.g. in the chemical- or food processing industry, with high demands on 
chemical and corrosion resistance of the installed impact protection, steel is the wrong choice. With its poly-
mer material, d-flexx is extremely resistant and rustproof. The completely closed system prevents a contami-
nation with unwanted particles and pests.

6.        Chemical resistant and rustproof

d-flexx is modular and can be guided over any route, with the option of integrating angles and door sections, 
even customized lenghts!

8. Highly modular – Well equipped for every challenge

Our sales department is at your disposal for advice, measurements and project planning at any time!

Save money with d-flexx. No replacement costs due to collision damage, no damage to the floor due to tearing, 
no repairs, no downtime.

1. Significant savings potential
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